


Celebrating
ABOUT 
CDE
The Centre for Development and Enterprise (CDE), an 
independent policy analysis and advocacy organisation, is South 
Africa’s leading development think tank. Since its establishment 
in 1995, CDE has been gathering evidence, consulting widely, 
and generating innovative policy recommendations on issues 
critical to economic growth and democratic consolidation. 
CDE has a special focus on the role of business and markets in 
development.

We are widely recognised for the practical policy 
recommendations we formulate and share, outlining ways 
in which South Africa can tackle major social and economic 
challenges. We are also recognised for our role in convening 
robust roundtable discussions which deal with the tough issues 
facing South Africans across a range of traditional political and 
social divides and which look for common ground.

We focus on policy areas critical for inclusive economic growth: 
investment and jobs, youth unemployment, business and 
markets, education and skills, cities, migration, land reform and 
strengthening democracy.

CDE disseminates its work to a national audience of policy-
makers, opinion formers and the wider public through briefings, 
printed and digital publications, infographics and multimedia 
platforms which receive extensive media and social media 
coverage.

CDE’s voice and role – market-oriented, pragmatic, evidence-
based – fills a void in the national landscape by bringing to 
the fore bold, well-informed alternative approaches which 
are a critical contribution to strategies for achieving inclusive 
economic growth and transformation.
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I became chair of CDE’s Advisory Board almost 15 years ago. As 
the curtain falls on my chairmanship, I am immensely proud of 
how the organisation has evolved, especially in recent times in the 
face of the troubles brought on by Covid-19.

The CDE was affected by the pandemic, albeit to a lesser degree 
compared to other organisations. Despite this, CDE’s efforts to 
strengthen South Africa’s development prospects remained on 
track. The organisation quickly adapted to the demands of the 
digital world of work, launching various webinar series. Two of the 
most successful were the Covid-19 events where CDE was one of 
the first organisations to see the potential of zoom for attracting 
important expert speakers; and the CDE@25 webinars celebrating 
CDE’s 25-year anniversary which have created an additional 
avenue to engage world-renowned development leaders.

As the country works to fix the fiscal crisis and rebuild the economy, South Africa is at a crossroads. South Africans want 
delivery and have lost patience with incompetence, corruption, and lack of leadership. As such, government no longer 
has the luxury of making bad decisions and has to make some tough choices.

South Africa can recover, but the numerous consultations, engagements and meetings need to be matched by action. 
In light of this, CDE’s priority remains influencing South Africa’s policy choices by working to persuade decision makers 
that accelerated economic growth and employment can lead to the revolutionary transformation of the lives of millions 
of people. The impressive policy analysis, reports, events, multi-sectoral interactions, and media engagement must 
continue in earnest. For CDE, as we look towards our next phase of work, we must intensify participation in national 
processes and remain highly active and visible in all the relevant spaces, while contributing important perspectives and 

MESSAGE FROM 
THE CHAIRMAN

The value of CDE’s 
contribution to society is 
much greater than the cost 
of its resources, and it is 
therefore a cost-effective 
investment for its funders.

Laurie Dippenaar,
Chair, CDE Board

Laurie Dippenaar
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insights to the national discussion.

CDE needs to continue to innovate in its use of the platforms and relationships built up over the past decades. CDE has proved that high-quality policy analysis 
and recommendations are persuasive and that they do eventually influence the right decision-makers. A case in point is CDE’s role in securing the involvement of 
Professor Ricardo Hausmann, head of Harvard University’s Growth Lab, in supporting the National Treasury and South African Reserve Bank in their work during 
2020. Another example is the invitation CDE received from the Department of Trade, Industry and Cooperation to co-host a workshop on special economic zones. 
My wish is for CDE to continue to help South Africa grow, hold government accountable, deliver fact-rich research, and ultimately, help develop South Africa into 
the great country it can be. Thank you to the Board Members for their unflagging support to me and the organisation. A big thank you to the head of CDE, Ann 
Bernstein, and the entire CDE team for the unwavering commitment to development. I wish incoming chair, Roger Jardine, all the best as they work together to 
have the most impact possible in the next few years.
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At a time when the South African economy was already on its knees, 
the country was forced into a hard economic lockdown to contain 
the rapid spread of Covid-19. Since then, the focus has been on 
managing an unprecedented global pandemic and South Africa’s 
economic recovery, with many other troubles including governance, 
leadership and corruption laid bare. As the country descended deeper 
into multiple crises CDE worked hard to ensure that it was ideally 
positioned to make a profound impact on turning things around. 

CDE has remained highly visible throughout the past year by 
contributing important viewpoints and insights to the national 
discussion:  on recovery and reform, youth employment, skills, 
education, property rights and land reform and the management 
of our cities. This has been through direct engagement with senior 
officials in various government departments, business leaders, as 

well as through the CDE website, 15000-strong database, events, social media, op-eds, media interviews, and speaking 
engagements which include briefings for the boards of South Africa’s leading companies. 

In response to Covid-19 and the consequent lockdown, CDE went virtual and completely changed priorities and orientation. 
As a result of our long-standing relationship with Professor Ricardo Hausmann, head of Harvard University’s Growth Lab, 
and the generosity of two CDE donors, we could move quickly to access the expertise of Professor Hausmann and a global 
team to help South Africa think through the right balance between health concerns and our fiscal and economic challenges. 
Working directly with senior officials in National Treasury and the SA Reserve Bank, Professor Hausmann helped the country 
make progress with its fiscal, growth and employment crises. The success of this initial intervention laid the basis for a 
longer term project and, early in 2021, CDE helped secure funding to continue this work for the two years commencing in 
June 2021.

REPORT FROM 
THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR Ann Bernstein

CDE’s biggest challenge 
is not getting access to 
politicians, cabinet members 
or metro governments, it is 
having sufficient capacity to 
maximize on the opportunities 
that open up for influence.

Ann Bernstein,
Executive Director
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On 8 August 2020, we marked a milestone – 25 years since CDE was established. We thought hard 
about how to celebrate and decided to focus on the incredible network of advisors, supporters 
and friends that we have built up during our first quarter century. The CDE@25 webinars  are 
conversations about democracy, business, markets and development that I host with world-
renowned experts including Francis Fukuyama, Paul Romer, Martin Wolf, Sir Paul Collier, and Montek 
Singh Ahluwalia. . The response we have received both from the speakers we have approached and 
in terms of participation in these events has been enthusiastic and encouraging. 

Other notable highlights for the 2020/21 period include:
• The role we played in the Business for South Africa (B4SA) initiative, a collaboration between 

business, government and social partners to try and mitigate the impact of Covid-19 and the 
resulting economic crisis. An important part of this work was developing an economic recovery 
strategy which made practical proposals for action and reform across all sectors of the economy. 
In addition to ongoing research assistance, CDE gave extensive input and advice on the policies 
proposed as well as the strategy for engagement with government, aiming to ensure that the 
proposals “landed” most effectively when they were released. 

• In April2020 we initiated a new webinar series and related short reports focussed on Covid-19, 
titled Covid-19: Are we asking the right questions about… Three webinars and seven reports 
were released on a range of topics, contributing to public discussion about the crisis and how 
the country was responding.

• The launch of the Building Better Cities: a new approach to housing and urban development 
report. The report (researched, written and communicated with our partners, Matthew Nell 
of Shisaka Development Management Services and Paul Jackson of TUHF) aimed to change 
current approaches to South Africa’s housing strategy for poorer people by focusing on small 
entrepreneurs who are rebuilding South Africa’s cities, developing new housing opportunities 
in already functional and connected neighbourhoods. In so doing they promote local economic 
development, affordable accommodation (mostly rental stock), greater inclusion in the city and 
a less costly and more viable approach to housing delivery and urban densification. 

Interviews:

• Reaction to SONA, SABC, 12 February 2021
• Analysis: 2021 State of the Nation Address, SAFM, 12 

February 2021
• CDE’s Ann Bernstein reflects on SONA 2021, Cape Talk, 

12 February 2021
• 2021 SONA expectations – will SONA instil 

confidence?, ENCA, 11 February 2021
• A different approach to skilled immigration, Cape Talk, 

19 February 2021

Op-eds:

• Business must raise its voice and take the lead in SA’s 
fight for survival, Business Day, 19 August 2020

• B4SA’s recovery plan has solid foundations but some 
gaping holes, Business Day, 03 August 2020

• Despite stellar efforts against Covid-19, business has 
failed to win SA hearts, Business Day, 02 July 2020

Events:

• Post-SONA/pre-Budget media briefing, 18 February 
2021
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• Research and engagement for the final year of work in our youth employment and skills project has 
continued.  Focusing on the nine million young people who are not in employment, education, or training 
(NEETs), the programme has been completed as scheduled in spite of the numerous pandemic-related 
logistical challenges. The research will feed into a report which will be released in September 2021. 

• As part of our efforts to better understand the role that the informal sector and small business can play 
in building a more inclusive economy, we hosted virtual workshops with some of the country’s leading 
experts, prominent organisers and organisatiions, and service providers in the sector. We later released a 
report based on the discussions at that workshop. Towards the end of 2020 we initiated a series of webinars 
on the informal sector to uncover the most effective way to strengthen small, mostly informal firms with 
growth potential. Each event was led by world-renowned experts including Professors Ed Glaeser (Harvard 
University) and Colin Williams (University of Sheffield).

• CDE built a new and important relationship with the Department of Trade, Industry and Competition around 
our work on special economic zones. At their invitation we co-hosted a workshop with them in September 2020 which gave CDE an important platform to choose 
the international experts participating in the workshop and to put our views across. Following this we briefed them on our report (released 11 May 2021) for a new 
SEZ – as a policy reform zone - to promote labour intensive manufacturing in Coega in Nelson Mandela Bay.

• We released No longer business as usual: Private sector efforts to improve schooling in South Africa in November 2020. South African learning outcomes 
consistently do not reflect the fact that we have one of the world’s most generous education budgets.  Encouragingly, many efforts have been made to heed 
CDE’s call for the private sector to think more strategically and to work more collaboratively to contribute to real system change.

• We offered journalists two unrestricted, off-the-record engagements with leading private sector economists on national issues. The first briefing was on the 
2020 Medium-Term Budget Policy Speech (MTBPS) and the second was held in 2021, prior to the Budget and post the State of the Nation Address (SONA).

In spite of the challenges, 2020/21 was an extremely busy and successful period for CDE. None of this would have been possible without our Board, our staff and our 
funders. A special word of gratitude to CDE’s outgoing chairman, Laurie Dippenaar whose leadership and guidance over the past 15 years has had an enormous impact 
on CDE and my role in heading up the organisation during a period of much expanded public exposure and considerably more influence in both public and private 
sectors.

CDE remains dedicated to making South Africa a more successful and prosperous democracy. We receive significant positive feedback on the value of our work from 
government, business leaders, politicians and academics with media interest in our work growing exponentially. We are increasingly seen and heard at the highest 

I found the discussion very 
interesting and welcome 
the opportunity to use the 
report as reference material 
in my KMF engagements.

Gugu Motlanthe, executive 
trustee, Kgalema 
Motlanthe Foundation
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levels of government where our influence has increased. We are included in the most important national initiatives. This enables us to relentlessly promote the 
importance of faster and more labour intensive economic growth for the country with a particular focus on the role of business and competitive markets. 

In the current context of multiple ongoing crises, the devastation caused by Covid-19 and a state struggling to fulfil its mandate at a number of levels, it is vital that 
the state is pushed and capacitated to implement reforms that have a chance of putting the country back on track. There are probably more opportunities now than 
ever before for CDE to play a significant role in influencing policy decisions in a growing number of critical areas.   
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CDE
IN THE MEDIA
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CDE
CELEBRATING 25 YEARS

To celebrate 25 years since its launch, CDE initiated a series of webinars with leading global experts involved in our work on democracy, business, markets and 
development. CDE@25 launched in November 2020 and consists of hour long ‘conversations’ between Ann Bernstein and some of the most senior and influential 
people we have engaged with over the course of our existence.

The series showcases the important networks that CDE has invested in and which have enabled the organisation to offer the quality of research and insights for 
which it has a national and international reputation. Two events were held in the period covered by this Annual Report, but the series will comprise at least twelve 
conversations. These highly successful sessions have drawn new audiences for CDE – top officials in the presidency attend the events as do MPs, senior officials, 
editors etc. it has enabled prominent South Africans to identify publicly with the organisation; and expanded our influence into government and wider society.

@

The first event hosted 2018 Nobel Prize winner 
(Economic Sciences), Paul Romer, on ‘Work as 
School’, why on-the-job training matters so much 
for employability. Romer indicated that the issue of 
making sure that everyone has a chance to get a first 
job had moved to centre stage for him after his first 
visit to South Africa, arranged by CDE in 2008. Romer 
complimented CDE and Ann Bernstein, saying, “I don’t 
know if there is anybody from whom I’ve learnt as much 
and who has been as provocative for me in thinking 
about issues as you have been, so I owe you a huge 
debt of gratitude.” CDE chairman Laurie Dippenaar 
launched the first event and gave welcoming remarks.

In February 2021, the second event was held on ‘The 
inside story of reform and India’s high growth years’ 
with Montek Singh Ahluwalia, a key protagonist 
of the transformative changes that have shaped 
modern India. Singh shared his wisdom on the 
kind of reform paths possible for a developing 
country looking to grow and develop its economy, 
highlighting the importance of political leadership in 
this process. Capitec founder Michiel le Roux made 
opening remarks.

Montek Singh Ahluwalia 
03 February 2021

Paul Romer 
28 November 2020

Watch here Watch  hereRead Here Read Here
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THE
COVID-19 SERIES

At the onset of the Covid-19 crisis in March 2020, CDE’s projects and publication plan was thrown 
into disarray. In order to remain relevant in a completely new, uncertain, and fast-changing 
environment, a new series was conceptualised. Titled Covid-19: Are we asking the right questions 
about…? , the series ran from April to June 2020 with seven short reports on important and urgent 
topics.

The reports focused on the following: the nature of the economic recovery; poverty reduction; how 
best to unlock the economy; small businesses; the schools reopening debate; food security and 
poverty in the former homeland regions (written by Professors Peter Delius and William Beinart of 
the University of the Witwatersrand and Oxford University, respectively); and youth unemployment. 
The series attracted significant public interest and media attention, with the schools reopening 
report being republished in full by the Financial Mail.

Three further publications specifically relating to the pandemic were released in 2020. One was a 
report released by six University of Cape Town students detailing the heavy impact of the pandemic 
on small businesses, shared by CDE in early April to generate important public discussion on the 
matter. The second was a CDE report released in May 2020 on how companies had responded to 
the crisis and the lockdown regulations, based on a webinar held at the end of April with senior 
businesspeople in large South African companies across various sectors. The third report detailed 
the impact of Covid-19 on the informal sector, which had largely been neglected in policy and 
public discourse. This report is further discussed in the section below on Small Business and the 
Informal Sector.

Interviews:

• Recession, Recovery and Reform: South Africa after 
Covid-19, Business Day TV, 12 August 2020

• Focus on economic growth in SA post COVID-19, Classic FM, 
09 June 2020

• The state of disaster declared back in March was extended, 
Newzroom Afrika, 15 October 2020

• President Ramaphosa to unveil economic recovery plan 
tomorrow, SABC, 14 October 2020

• A look at what to expect from the President’s economic 
recovery blueprint, Kaya FM, 12 October 2020

• CDE Webinar: Experts say government needs to drop 
lockdown to level three, Newzroom Afrika, 14 May 2020

Publications

• South Africa’s informal sec tor in the time of Covid-19, 20 
August 2020

• Covid-19: Are we asking the right questions about… Food 
supplies and poverty alleviation in the former homelands? 
19 June 2020

• Covid-19: Are we asking the right questions about… Youth 
Unemployment? 13 June 2020

• Covid-19: Are we asking the right questions about… 
Reopening schools? 28 May 2020

• Covid-19: Are we asking the right questions about… Small 
businesses and their struggle for survival? 22 May 2020

• Covid-19: Are we asking the right questions about… 
Unlocking the economy? 18 May 2020

• Covid-19: Are we asking the right questions about… Poverty 
reduction? 14 May 2020

• Covid-19: How are South African companies responding to 
the crisis? 05 May 2020

• Covid-19: Are we asking the right questions about… The 
nature of economic recovery? 29 April 2020

Events:

• Covid-19 How are South African companies responding to 
the crisis, 22 April 2020

• Covid-19 What does the coronavirus pandemic and lockdown 
mean for South Africa’s public finance, 24 April 2020

• Covid-19 Can small business survive the corona virus, 29 
April 2020

• Covid-19 Unlocking South Africa’s economy – Different 
perspective, 8 May 2020

• The impact of Covid-19 on the informal sector, 12 June 2020
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JOBS AND
INCLUSIVE GROWTH

Economic reform and recovery
The main thrust of our efforts to ensure that 
good policy choices are made and reforms 
are undertaken to make progress on South 
Africa’s macroeconomic and employment 
crises. In service of this, we helped secure 
the services of Harvard University’s 
Professor Ricardo Hausmann and a global 
team to strengthen the National Treasury.

Head of the Growth Lab at Harvard’s 
Kennedy School, Hausmann led the team 

in the 2000s that helped the South African government think about growth strategy. Through a 
special grant from two CDE donors we secured this support in the second half of 2020 and the 
success of this work enabled CDE, early in 2021, to raise funding from the private sector (with the 
support of the governor of the SARB and National Treasury) to continue this work for the next two 
years. 

Through the work with Treasury and Professor Hausmann, CDE has built a strong relationship with 
the key policy officials working on economic reform in the Presidency and the Treasury. We are 
well-positioned to respond to the president’s economic recovery plan and his reform agenda.

Interviews:

• Has Cyril Ramaphosa done enough to improve 
governance?, Business Day TV, 17 February 2021

• Focus on the economic crisis, Power FM, 12 February 
2021

• South Africa’s economic outlook, Business Day TV, 24 
November 2020

• Unemployment: South Africa is a global outlier, Radio 
702, 12 November 2020

• Discussing South Africa’s growth challenges on The 
Forum with John Matisonn, Cape Town TV, 18 October 
2020

• President Ramaphosa to unveil economic recovery 
plan tomorrow, SABC, 14 October 2020

• A look at what to expect from the President’s 
economic recovery blueprint, Kaya FM, 12 October 
2020

• 495 million jobs lost globally, eNCA, 08 October 2020
• Joblessness crisis, Newzroom Afrika, 29 September 

2020
• SA’s GDP contracts: fundamental reforms necessary 

for economy to grow again, Cape Talk, 13 September 
2020

• Reviving the economy, Newzroom Afrika, 20 August 
2020

• Road to economic recovery, eNCA, 18 August 2020
• Is SA Inc cancelling it’s plans? The reasons and 

consequences of divestment. Radio 702, 04 August 
2020

• SA’s request for emergency funding from the IMF has 
been granted, eNCA, 28 July 2020

• Is our economic recovery headed in the right 
direction?, Business Day TV, 05 May 2020

• Millions of jobs on the line, eNCA, 04 May 2020

Events:

• Designing a regulatory environment for economic 
inclusion, 8 October 2020

• MTBP briefing, 20 October 2020
• Emerging enterprises and economic inclusion in 

Africa, 5 November 2020
• Medium term budget policy statement media briefing, 

20 October 2020

We appreciate the intelligent 
contribution that CDE 
makes to the South African 
economic debate.

Michiel le Roux, founder, 
Capitec Bank
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Fiscal constraints on growth
In March 2020, CDE published a response to February’s National Budget. This response – as well as 
the Budget – happened before South Africa went into lockdown at the onset of the Covid-19 crisis. 
CDE praised Minister Tito Mboweni for doing precisely what it had called for over the past few years: 
pursuing fiscal consolidation by proposing to slow down the growth of government’s payroll costs. 
Despite these brave measures, it was still forecast at the time that the debt to GDP ratio would rise 
to 72% in 2022. We now know that even these projections were vastly below the likely outcomes 
as a result of the economic crisis induced by the pandemic. CDE argued that South Africa’s public 
finances cannot be stabilised without faster economic growth. We also raised concerns about 
whether the government could deliver on the budget, because it would depend on the ability to 
change the three-year public sector wage agreement negotiated with public sector unions.

We hosted two media briefings to provide media with an opportunity to have an unrestricted, off-
the-record engagement with leading senior economists on national issues. The first briefing was 
on the 2020 Medium-Term Budget Policy Speech (MTBPS) and the second one was the 2021 Post-
State of the Nation Address (SONA) and pre-Budget briefing. CDE released a statement on the 
MTBPS, released three different op-eds on the two budgets and the SONA, and participated in 
numerous broadcast interviews.

Small/informal businesses and inclusive growth
Covid-19 has had a devastating impact on small business and while both the public and private 
sectors have implemented various interventions to ease the blow, these have only ameliorated the 
situation slightly. In April 2020, CDE distributed a report: Covid-19: Impact on small businesses and 
gaps in current solutions compiled by six postgraduate students at UCT (Zak Essa, Kiren Rutsch, 
Catherine Torrington, Georgina Borros, Ryan Anderson, Nuvika Pillay) which raised important 
national issues. It was based on a survey of 233 entrepreneurs from six provinces across 17 
industries and offered practical proposals to alleviate the situation.

In May 2020 CDE published a report: Global lessons for small business promotion, which presents 
a summary of lessons learnt from the promotion of business in both developed and developing 

Op-eds:

• Failing to fix governance is biggest blot on 
Ramaphosa’s presidency, Business Day, 14 February 
2021

• The MTBPS outlook is alarming: Prepare for a 
miserable decade ahead, Daily Maverick, 16 November 
2020

• A plan to keep the state broken and reforms stillborn, 
Daily Maverick, 11 November 2020

• Economic recovery plan is a vague mishmash of nice-
to-haves, Daily Maverick, 08 November 2020

• Government’s good intentions for informal sector 
have fallen by the wayside, Business Day, 28 
September 2020

• Developing the informal sector is not a nice-to-have 
but a must-have, Daily Maverick, 28 September 2020

• If the state is largely broken, who will implement the 
reforms we need? News24, 28 August 2020

• South Africa must choose wisely from a plethora of 
economic recovery plans, Daily Maverick, 18 August 
2020

• Govt must abandon its developmental state 
ambitions and look to the private sector, News24, 10 
May 2020

Publications:

• South Africa’s informal sector in the time of Covid-19, 
20 August 2020

• Viewpoints| South Africa’s debt: has the budget 
overpromised? 11 August 2020

• Viewpoints: Reviving a declining mining industry, 04 
August 2020

• Global lessons for small business promotion, 22 May 
2020
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countries. This report was based on a paper 
by global expert Dr Ross Brown, based at 
the School of Management, University of St 
Andrews, Scotland.

In April 2020, CDE hosted a virtual 
discussion on the effects of Covid-19 on 
small businesses. The discussion was led by 
Harvard University’s Professor Ed Glaeser 
and raised many important questions about 
supporting small businesses during this 
incredibly difficult period. A report titled 
Covid-19: Are we asking the right questions 

about… Small businesses and their struggle for survival? was published as a result.

To learn more about the potential impact of Covid-19 and the lockdown on informal firms, CDE 
hosted a virtual workshop in June 2020 with some of the country’s leading experts, prominent 
organisers, and service providers in the sector. A report: South Africa’s informal sector in the time 
of Covid-19 was published in August 2020. Two op-eds appeared in Business Day and Daily Maverick 
to accompany the release of this report.

Building on this work, and as part of a project funded by the Open Society Foundation South Africa 
(OSF-SA), CDE hosted a series of two-hour webinars to gain a better understanding of the informal 
sector’s potential to contribute to a more inclusive society, especially in the wake of the Covid-19 
pandemic. These discussions sought to investigate whether there are a significant number of 
small and informal firms with growth potential, what kind of challenges hold these firms back, 
and whether changes in the current regulatory environment could produce more, faster growing, 
job creating firms. Each event was led by a world-renowned expert and sought to uncover the most 
effective way to strengthen small and informal firms with growth potential.

You really are making some 
of the very best contributions 
to the current debates.

Ben Smit, emeritus 
professor, University 
of Stellenbosch
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CDE will release a short report which 
explores the ways in which policy reform 
could strengthen the role of emerging 
enterprises in generating a more inclusive 
economic system in June 2021. CDE started a 
new project jointly funded by Atlas Network 
and the Konrad Adenauer Stiftung focusing 
on amplifying the voice of small business 
associations in their quest to lower the 
cost of doing business and creating a more 
conducive enterprise ecosystem. CDE will 
work with relatively marginal township or 

inner-city-based small business associations in Gauteng, and is identifying the regulatory hurdles 
faced by the small firms associated with these associations. The project sets out to help with 
capacity building within and policy engagements undertaken by four small business associations 
in Gauteng.

SEZs as employment creating experiments
Following the successful roundtable on Special Economic Zones hosted by CDE in November 2019 
with the International Growth Centre at London School of Economics, we worked to develop our 
relationship with the Department of Trade, Industry, and Competition (DTIC) further. In September 
2020, at the request of the Department we jointly hosted a webinar to discuss the SEZ programme 
in the wake of the pandemic. It was a successful event which highlighted areas of mutual interest 
and congruence. They requested a briefing by CDE prior to the public launch of our SEZ report 
which took place in January 2021. The DTIC heard and acknowledged CDE’s critiques of the current 
SEZ strategy, and our proposal for an export-processing zone in Nelson Mandela Bay. A growing 
number of prominent South Africans (President Motlanthe’s High Level Panel report to parliament; 
ANC recovery document; Joel Netshitenzhe; Treasury and others) agree that we need to find a way 
to encourage ‘low end manufacturing’ and get into global supply chains. With jobs moving out of 
China, and growing automation, this could be South Africa’s last opportunity to follow the route to 
prosperity and inclusion through jobs, that has driven Asian, Mauritian and other success stories. 

“CDE has consistently pushed 
the boundaries to seek space 
for independent thinking 
on issues that affect our 
economy [and] society.” 

Monhla Hlahla, chairman, 
Royal Bafokeng Holdings.
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CITIES
AND GROWTH

CDE believes that an underappreciated cause of SA’s high poverty and unemployment levels has 
to do with low urbanisation rates, the spatial legacy of apartheid, including the way our cities are 
laid out and managed. These challenges are becoming increasingly severe. To find solutions to 
this emerging crisis, CDE undertook a major research project on how to promote a viable, market-
led way to generate densification and affordable housing opportunities in centrally located 
neighbourhoods. 

Together with Matthew Nell, the founder and director of Shisaka, and Paul Jackson, CEO of the Trust 
for Urban Housing Finance (TUHF), CDE launched: Building Better Cities: A new approach to housing 
and urban development in November 2020. The report examined how small entrepreneurs, by 
generating affordable housing opportunities in already functional and connected neighbourhoods, 
are simultaneously promoting local economic development and economic inclusion. The report 
makes the case for promoting this housing approach, though both metro level and national 
interventions, as a viable way to: combat unsustainable expansions of urban sprawl; develop 
dynamic, well-located neighbourhoods; expand opportunities for black entrepreneurs. 

The policy proposals have been taken up by the City Support Programme in the Treasury who are 
planning to pilot interventions along the lines recommended in our report in the second half of this 
year. They have invited CDE to form part of an initial workshop in July, involving representatives 
from all the country’s metro governments. 

We also plan to take this work further by focusing on how to support the small, mainly black 
entrepreneurs who are driving the densification of our cities. We have submitted a proposal to the 
Kagiso Trust for funding for this project. 

Interviews:

• A focus on housing and urban development, Metro FM, 
16 November 2020

• Looking at the benefits of urban densification, Cape 
Talk, 11 November 2020

• New approach to urban development, ENCA, 11 
November 2020

• Creating cities as beacons of hope, SABC, 20 October 
2020

Op-eds:

• Micro developers open doors and windows for solving 
SA’s housing problem, Business Day, 8 December 2020 
(Ann Bernstein and Matthew Nell)

• We need a radical rethink on housing and urban 
development, Daily Maverick, 10 November 2020 (Ann 
Bernstein and Matthew Nell)

Publication:

• Building better cities: A new approach to housing and 
urban development, 10 November 2020

Events:

• Cities and emerging enterprises, 20 October 2020
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YOUTH
EMPLOYMENT AND SKILLS

CDE successfully completed the second 
year of a project in partnership with the 
Tutuwa Foundation that sets out to identify 
viable ways of getting young people who 
are neither in employment, nor education, 
nor training (NEETs) into the employment 
queue or into training that enhances their 
employability. Some 8.6 million of 20.5 
million young people between the ages of 15 
and 34 can be defined as ‘not in employment, 
education, or training’ (NEETs). The urgency 
of tackling this crisis was underpinned by 
Paul Romer, 2018 Nobel Prize winner, when 
he said at a CDE event in November 2020, 

“If you can’t solve the problem of getting young people into work, it may not matter what other 
problems you solve.”

This phase of the project was heavily affected by Covid-19, as we were forced to undertake field 
research and engagements with young people and stakeholders using online platforms. We 
interacted with a spectrum of organisations and young people in Bushbuckridge and Alexandra 
on online platforms and in WhatsApp groups. The fieldwork highlighted both the agency of the 
young people in these areas, and the difficult to surmount challenges they confront. We completed 
an internal fieldwork report for the funder setting out what we learnt and what it means. The 
report also shed light on how young people in these two areas have been affected by Covid-19. The 
project is scheduled to come to a conclusion in July/August 2021, when we will release a public 
report pulling together the findings of the project and recommending practical ways to address 
the NEETs crisis that has been exacerbated by Covid-19.

Interviews:

• A different approach to skilled immigration, Cape Talk, 
19 February 2021

• Report on youth unemployment, SAFM, 22 June 2020
• Youth unemployment in South Africa, SABC, 18 June 

2020
• CDE’s youth unemployment report, ENCA, 18 June 2020
• Ann Bernstein: Years after the Soweto uprising, youth 

still facing unemployment crisis, Newzroom Afrika, 17 
June 2020

• CDE on how to address youth unemployment in SA, 
SABC, 17 June 2020

• No country for young people – are we tackling youth 
unemployment the right way? Radio 702, 15 June 2020

• Ann Bernstein on tackling youth unemployment 
through better skills training, Catholic Parliamentary 
Liaison Office (CPLO), 05 August 2020

Publication:

• Covid-19: Are we asking the right questions about… 
Youth Unemployment? 13 June 2020

The issue that moved to 
center stage for me because 
of the visit to SA that 
CDE arranged [is] making 
sure that everyone has a 
chance to get a first job.

Paul Romer, 2018 
Nobel Prize winner
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EDUCATION
REFORM

The weakness of our basic education system has serious consequences for South Africa’s growth 
and skills development prospects. CDE has a long history of calling for new approaches to delivering 
learning in our schools. For instance, reforms in the area of maths teaching that CDE called for in 
the 2000s were implemented resulting in the doubling and more of learners writing maths and 
achieving university level passes. We were also responsible for undertaking the research that led 
to the Partnership Schools initiative in the Western Cape.

After Covid-19 disrupted the school year, CDE published a report in May 2020 (funded by Absa) 
arguing for schools, which were then still closed, to be reopened as quickly as possible for as many 
students in a safe way; and, complementing that, to ensure that learning materials were made 
available to children, especially those in lower-income households, so that some learning could 
continue while schools were closed. This view was informed by extensive research into health and 
safety concerns, global best practices, and weighing up the costs and benefits of keeping schools 
closed expressed by experts, both local and abroad.

CDE noted with concern that keeping schools closed for more than two months meant learners 
were not receiving school meals, which along with other restrictions on economic activity caused 
child hunger to spike, and that school closures would result in learning losses that would compound 
over time and affect learners in the poorest environments the worst. Subsequent research into the 
effects of school closures have vindicated CDE’s view.

The report also noted the increased urgency for reforming the basic education system, which 
remains a core focus for CDE. Over the past two years we have undertaken extensive research 
and engagement with experts, academics and government officials with the goal of initiating the 

Publication:

• Covid-19: Are we asking the right questions about… 
Reopening schools? 28 May 2020

• No longer business as usual: Private sector efforts to 
improve schooling in South Africa, 17 November 2020

Events:

• Business and schooling reform, 15 April 2020
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kind of education reforms that could shift the performance of our schools onto another level. South Africa 
today has the income of Colombia and the national education spending levels of Austria, but the learning 
outcomes of Lesotho.

Initiating an ambitious, gear-changing education reform programme is an extremely challenging 
proposition in South Africa, but we believe that it is vital to start talking about these issues in a different 
kind of way. When we release our report later this year it will be the start of a wider campaign to try and 
change the way we think of system reform in education and to mobilize civil society and business to 
pressure the government especially the president into prioritising fundamental reform.

In November 2020, CDE published a report on private sector efforts to improve schooling in South Africa, 
titled No Longer Business as Usual. The report, funded by Absa, was based on interviews and a subsequent 
webinar held with the leaders of the most senior private sector projects to improve basic education in South 
Africa at scale, including the Kagiso Trust, the Zenex Foundation, the National Education Collaboration 
Trust, and the Programme to Improve Learning Outcomes. The report argued that lifting up the entire 

education system is the only way to combat the long-term consequences of the Covid-19 crisis, which has aggravated the poor performances of the system.

As CDE argued nearly a decade ago, this must involve business, which needs to play a strategic role in improving the quality of learning. Since CDE first raised 
the issue, there have been several encouraging efforts by the private sector to think more strategically and work more collaborative with the government to 
contribute to real system change. CDE called on business to strengthen its commitment to education reform by raising its voice in public about the need for 
whole system changes, while also calling for and practising transparency, particularly in the form of showcasing the results of projects through publicly available 
data and credible, independent evaluations.

Finally, and not for the first time, a speech given by the Minister of Basic Education to mark World Teachers’ Day (5 October 2020) extensively quoted a CDE report 
on education published in 2015, Teachers in SA: Supply and Demand 2013 to 2025.

According to the [CDE] 
report..[the research]… 
produced some noteworthy 
and surprising findings of 
the current teaching force.’

Angie Motshekga,
Minister of Education
Quoting CDE research in her speech 
on world teachers day
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LAND
REFORM

In October, the Expropriation Bill 2020 was gazetted by the Department of Public Works and 
Infrastructure and submitted for parliamentary review. The Bill, in conjunction with amendments 
to Section 25 of the Constitution, allows for the expropriation of land by the State without 
compensation. In December 2020, the Department of Public Works and Infrastructure invited 
stakeholders and interested parties to submit written submissions on the Bill.

In response, CDE proffered its submission 
to the Portfolio Committee on 26 February 
2021. CDE’s interest in the Expropriation 
Bill stems from the considerable work 
done by the organisation over many years 
on land reform policy. The Submission 
acknowledged that the Bill was broadly 
similar to the Expropriation Act (1975) it was 
set to repeal and had achieved a reasonable 
balance between competing imperatives. 
However, CDE expressed strong concern 
that, given the declining quality of 
governance in South Africa, amendments 
to the circumstances under which nil 
compensation would be deemed justifiable 

would lead to misuse and abuse by officials. CDE proposed amendments that would strengthen 
accountability for such misuse and would further limit the circumstances in which a court might 
determine that it would be just and equitable for the state to pay no compensation for land it has 
expropriated.

CDE continues to publish real 
high quality analysis… Under 
[Ann Bernstein’s] leadership 
CDE has done important 
work on the future of South 
Africa and the country.

Jakkie Cilliers, 
chair, Institute for 
Security Studies
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CDE
BOARD
1 March 2020 - 28 February 2021

Sipho Nkosi
Chairman,  

Talent 10 Holdings 

Ann Bernstein 
Executive director, 

CDE

Antony Ball 
Private

 

 

Laurie Dippenaar

Sipho Maseko
 CEO, Telkom SA Ltd

Ishmael Mkhabela  
Chairman, Steve 
Biko Foundation 
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Johannesburg 

Partnership (CJP)

Private
Simon Ridley Mike Teke

 CEO, Seriti

 

*resigned from the Board during the period under review

Songezo Zibi
Head of Corporate 
Communication,
Absa Group Ltd

Chairman of the CDE 
board, co founder, 

FirstRand Ltd

Brian Figaji
Chairman, 
I&J Fishing

Cas Coovadia
CEO, BUSA

 
Chairman,

FirstRand Limited

Roger Jardine Reuel Khoza
Chairman, Aka 
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chairman, Nedbanank 
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CDE 
DONORS
1 March 2020 - 28 February 2021

Kirsh Family
Foundations

Individual Donors
Christine Downton | Mark Lamberti | 

Julian Ogilvie-Thompson | Conrad Strauss | 

Patricia Suzman

CDE Board
R Jardine (chairman), A Bernstein (executive director), A Ball, C Coovadia, B Figaji, S Maseko, 
M Morobe, I Mkhabela, S Nkosi, S Ridley, S Sithole, M Teke, S Zibi 
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